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Creating a strategy to engage and embrace the millennial 
generation is the key to long-term church growth and 
sustainability. But they won’t be reached with the tactics 
used on previous generations. To capture the heart of this 
generation, the church will need to recognize and respond  
to huge cultural shifts.

This ebook will help your church negotiate this tricky terrain 
and reach out to the millennials in your community. 
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Pushpay and echurch were created in response to well-
documented declines in both tithing and church attendance. 
By simply making giving available on your congregation’s 
smartphones (connected in real time to your church’s website 
and database), we help pastors address the disconnect 
between the church and younger, tech-savvy generations.

Engagement is the key to community. In our fast-paced culture, 
mobile technology is essential to staying connected with 
people in your church. When you are accessible from their 
pockets, you open up communication with your members and 
allow them to give you a gift or connect with you anytime. 
Mobile adoption is the secret to engagement, and we have  
the tools to ensure your success.

If you’re interested in learning more about how you can keep 
your church engaged and giving, visit echurch.com.

http://echurch.com/product-overview/total-engagement/
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Jayson D. Bradley is a well-known writer and pastor in 
Bellingham, WA. When he’s not publishing on his own blog, 
he’s contributing to RELEVANT Magazine and the echurch blog.
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The church has become preoccupied with millennials 
in the last few years. The number of magazine articles, 
conferences, books, and blog posts dedicated to this 
generation’s relationship with the church has reached 
epic proportions. Who are millennials, and why have they 
become such an important demographic for the church?

Authors Neil Howe and William Strauss coined the term 
“millennial generation” to describe the people who would 
reach adulthood around the turn of the 21st century. While 
there is some disagreement about the precise date range, 
it’s generally accepted that millennials include those born 
between 1982 and 2004.

The reason this demographic has captured the church’s 
imagination is because they represent a real, critical moment. 
Millennials are more than a new generation. They are heralds 
of seismic shifts in the ways the culture looks at careers, 
technology, and innovation. While the church has made 
some cultural concessions in the last couple hundred years, 
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it’s been able to move steadily forward through previous 
generations. In many ways, the millennial generation 
represents cultural changes that—if the church wants 
to remain viable and important—it can’t opt out of.

While it’s easy to project the frustration and anxiety associated 
with these cultural shifts onto millennials, they’re not to 
blame. Rapid advancements in technology and information 
have adjusted important tectonic plates, and we’re beginning 
to register the movement. The millennial generation doesn’t 
know what life was like before these shifts. To them, this is  
the way the world has always been.

The church is preoccupied with millennials because they 
personify the spirit of the age with which we must contend. 
While we’re still in the historical moment, it’s hard to know 
how all of these changes will ultimately play out. But right  
now, the church is struggling to find its place in a world where:

1. Millennials don’t feel beholden to tradition
This doesn’t mean that millennials don’t appreciate or value 
tradition: it’s that they’re not obligated to an idea or behavior 
just because “that is the way we’ve always done it.”

2. Millennials don’t feel shackled by location
For centuries, an individual’s vocation dictated where he and 
his family lived. Farmers needed to be close to their crops, 
assembly-line workers to the factory, and office workers to 
their cubicles. That’s all changing. 

How can the local church survive as cellular and wi-fi coverage 
unfetter people from specific geographical locations?
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3. Millennials don’t define community by proximity
For thousands of years, community was something that 
was about physical presence. It has always been about 
people in propinquity. There was no concept of community 
being any other way—until recently.

Things like emails, texting, video calls, and social media 
are beginning to unravel the definition of community that 
we’ve always taken for granted. The church can sit back 
and demand that community is defined in the ways we’ve 
always defined it, but it won’t change anything. We still 
must struggle through the implications of these changes.

4. Millennials don’t see education as a gatekeeper
It’s ironic that the millennial generation is one of the most 
educated generations in history because they’re developing 
an entirely different view of learning. As technology advances 
and the kinds of skills needed to perform different job  
increase, millennials place more significance on an education 
that cultivates expertise rather than one that merely chocks 
up qualifications on paper.

5. Millennials aren’t trying to balance work and life
In the past, the church framed discussions about life from 
the assumption that people worked a certain number of 
hours a day, and they had to offset that time with other 
relationships and obligations. Much of the way Christian 
life was communicated existed within this binary between 
life and work. In light of the fact that millennials aren’t 

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/03/19/how-millennials-compare-with-their-grandparents/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/03/19/how-millennials-compare-with-their-grandparents/
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looking for a work/life balance, and instead are creating  
lives that allow them to better integrate these roles, the church 
will have to take a new look at the way it communicates what a 

“Christian life” looks like.

As you can see, the preoccupation with millennials in the 
church is a much broader issue than simply addressing 
one generation. It’s a question of tailoring the good news  
of Jesus to a culture whose values are in flux.

In the meantime, the church can prepare for these cultural 
changes by creating a community that appeals and ministers 
to millennials. Here’s a simple three-step process for bringing 
millennials on board:
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STEP 1

Start with the millennials you have 
If you’re serious about reaching millennials, you’ll probably 
need to restructure. Having a leadership team, council, or 
board that’s predominately made up of baby boomers and 
members of Generation X is going to hamper your ability to 
reach this generation.

If people on the outside of this 21st century generation are 
making decisions to appeal to them, it won’t be organic. 
The last way you’ll ever reach this younger generation is by 
pandering to them. Many of the decisions aimed at getting 
millennials interested in church are the equivalent of trying 
to make church “cool.”
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This is similar to the way churches reached out to Generation 
X in the mid-’90s. By taking many of the same old practices 
and repackaging them with edgier music, cooler lighting, 
and stylistic stage designs, they were able to appeal to the 
generation who had been raised by boomers and shared 
many of their values, but just wanted something different. 
Generation X felt comfortable alongside big box-store sized 
churches with food courts and bookstores in their lobby.

Boomers and Gen Xers still default to the same mindset of 
reaching out to the next generation. Why not take all the 
things the church does and add beards, skinny jeans, and 
gluten-free snacks? What they miss is that research shows 
that 67 percent of millennials would prefer a “classic” church 
over a trendier one and 77 percent would prefer a sanctuary 
to an auditorium.

Millennials are hungry for substance. When it comes to issues 
of faith, they’ll take authentic over “hip” nearly every time. This 
is something that an “insider” to the generation is going to 
understand a lot better than an “outsider.” From the outside 
of this generation, it’s easy to think the changes that need to 
be made are aesthetic. But that fails to address many of the 
things that millennials truly care about.

Empower your millennials
The first order of business is to get your millennial members 
into areas of leadership. And I don’t mean that they should 
just be youth pastors or children’s ministry coordinators. 
They need to be put in positions where they can have some 
actual influence over the decisions that are made on behalf 
of the church.

http://www.barna.com/research/designing-worship-spaces-with-millennials-in-mind/#.VS0dfxPF-4O
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Perhaps more difficult than simply putting them in positions 
of authority, churches need to give them a lot of room to 
lead. They’re going to come up with ideas and perspectives 
that are outside the norm, and that’s why they’re there. You 
need to listen to them, discover how they think, and provide 
opportunities for them to make decisions that affect how 
ministry is done.

It’s easy to put people on boards in church and slowly conform 
them to the group that’s in power. Be aware of this tendency 
and make sure it doesn’t happen. Don’t be too quick to dismiss 
out-of-the-box thinking. When empowered and listened to, 
the millennials in your church will give you real insight into 
the thinking of an entire generation.

You also want to identify and develop upcoming millennial 
leaders. We’ve allowed the church to get into the habit of 
sequestering the church youth away from leadership—and 
adults for that matter—with youth groups and camps. 
Perhaps it’s time to think of our teens and young adults as 
valuable members of the church who need to feel a sense of 
responsibility and investment in church life.
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Reach out to the millennials in your community 
There are plenty of places to reach out to millennials 
in your community. You might visit local coffee shops, 
sporting events, and, depending on your church’s culture, 
the local microbreweries.

This isn’t an outreach that you do once or twice. It actually 
requires some authentic relationship-building. If your view 
of outreach to millennials is to drop by their local haunts and 
hand out tracts or invitations, you’re going to have a hard 
time reaching them. Millennials are skeptical of religious 
organizations. A recent study found that only 55 percent of 
millennials believe that churches “have a positive impact on 
our country.”

STEP 2

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/01/04/millennials-views-of-news-media-religious-organizations-grow-more-negative/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/01/04/millennials-views-of-news-media-religious-organizations-grow-more-negative/
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That said, they’re extremely open to building relationships. In 
fact, their curiosity will often draw them to people with 
disparate points of view. So don’t feel the need to keep your 
religious views to yourself around millennials. They’re not 
going to be turned off unless they feel you’re interest in 
them is only a pretext to get them to attend your church or 
gathering.

Be a force for good in your community
There are still those in the church that equate social justice 
with a “social gospel.” In the early twentieth century there 
was a movement that endeavored to bring Christian ethics 
to bear on social issues like poverty and education. This 
movement downplayed doctrine and the need for atonement, 
and the reaction was a philosophical swing in the opposite 
direction  that led to the huge evangelistic outreaches of the 
’40s and ’50s.

Today’s resurging interest in social justice issues doesn’t 
have to devolve into the same either/or dilemma. Churches 
who are passionate about the gospel and community 
service have a wonderful opportunity.

Millennials are passionate about giving their time and 
resources to social causes. According to the Millennial 
Impact Report from the research group Achieve, 84 
percent of millennials made charitable donation in 2014, 
and 70 percent reported doing volunteer work that year.

Millennials will enthusiastically partner with religious 
organizations if they feel that their work actually does some 
good. For churches passionate about doing good for their 
communities, this is a wonderful way to build relationships 
with a generation who tends to be cynical about church.

http://www.cnbc.com/2015/12/08/millennials-are-more-generous-than-you-think.html
http://www.cnbc.com/2015/12/08/millennials-are-more-generous-than-you-think.html
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Serve the community
If you think about it, the church building is one of the most 
important tools your church has. The more it can be used to 
become an important center for community gatherings and 
meetings, the better the church can build relationships 
that extend beyond any particular generation and touch 
every facet of the community.

It isn’t a concession or a compromise to use your facilities 
and resources in ways that benefit the community but don’t 
provide a direct and measurable advantage to the church. 
Many churches have built incredible relationships with 
millennials by opening their churches up for things like art 
shows, ESL classes, recovery groups, or even workspaces 
for off-site workers. And using your building in ways that are 
of use to people in your city helps to solidify the impression 
that your church is an organization that exists for the 
community’s benefit.
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Bring millennials to your church
If you’re following steps one and two, you will have set up 
your church as a beacon for millennials in your community. 
Your church is a force of good in the community (which is 
attractive to the socially-driven millennial), and it’s a place 
where young adults can get involved and make a difference.

Now you just need to bring them through the doors. Let’s look 
at ways to do this.

LifeWay Research conducted a study about sharing faith 
where they asked people how many times they’ve personally 

“invited an unchurched person to attend a church service or 

STEP 3

http://www.lifeway.com/Article/research-survey-sharing-christ-2012
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some other program at your church…” The answers broke 
down like this:

 \ 48% said they never had
 \ 33% responded they had once or twice
 \ 19% answered that they had done so on three or more 

occasions in the last three months

In another LifeWay Research survey involving more than 
15,000 adults, it was found a personal invitation is still the 
most effective way to get people to visit a church:

 \ 67% of Americans say a personal invitation from a 
family member would be very or somewhat effective 
in getting them to visit a church

 \ 63% of Americans say a personal invitation from 
a friend or neighbor would be very or somewhat 
effective in getting them to visit a church

 \ 63% of Americans are very or somewhat willing to 
receive information about a local congregation or faith 
community from a family member

 \ 56% of Americans are very or somewhat willing to 
receive information about a local congregation or faith 
community from a friend or neighbor

Prioritize invitations
There is no way around it: Nothing replaces the power of a 
personal invitation. All the marketing in the world is unable 
to improve upon it. I can ignore a Facebook video or a 
postcard, but having a friend or loved one actually ask me 
to attend their church involves a sense of relational capital 
that is missing with other methods.

http://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2014/july/power-of-invitation-our-god-pursues-lost-and-so-should-we.html
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Church members need to understand the value of the 
personal invitation, and they need to be equipped to get 
over the hurdles blocking them from inviting others. This 
can be done in a number of ways:

 \ Talk about invitations often from the pulpit
 \ Encourage home groups and Bible studies to discuss 

it and pray for people they’d like to invite
 \ Include a course on how to invite friends and relatives 

in your membership classes
 \ Always have invitation cards available for people to use 
 \ Have members who came by invitation share their 

testimonies

Invitation Sundays
Sometimes people are reluctant to invite others because 
they never know what to expect in any random church 
service. Will the message be one that someone unfamiliar 
with Christianity will understand? Will Chuck be singing a 
long, warbling, special music number? Will we be taking 
multiple offerings for various projects or organizations?

These kinds of unknowns can create the excuses that people 
are looking for to avoid inviting their friends—but it’s solved 
by instituting invitation Sundays.

An invitation Sunday is something you can do once a year or 
quarterly. It’s just a designated Sunday where the leadership 
team works hard to put together a Sunday that makes sense 
to visitors and ensures that a lot of the distractions that might 
occur in your average service are mitigated.

To prepare for the invitation Sunday, the team walks 
through the entire visitor experience from the parking lot 
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and through the service, and they aspire to make the service 
as accessible as possible for people who might never have 
attended church before.

It doesn’t need to be a secret that this is a special Sunday. You 
can give visitors a tour of the facility, share your goals for 
the coming year, and even create a meal or dessert time 
where they can get to know the pastor and other members 
of the leadership team.

Within a month of the actual event, make sure there are 
plenty of invitation cards available that feature the date, 
time, and church website.

Invite people to check out your app
If your church has a native app—like the Total Engagement 
Package from echurch—you can use that as an invitation 
tool as well. An app can be a phenomenal way for people 
to really get to know your church’s culture.

Your app can give millennials a low-impact way to watch 
or listen to your messages, see what kinds of events you 
have going on, read the church blog, listen to a podcast, 
or even give to causes supported by the church. Once the 
app helps remove some of the mystery for a millennial 
about what to expect from church, they’re going to be 
more likely to respond to a personal invite.

Give social media its due
There’s a lot of discussion about social media and how it can 
help promote your church, and it’s true. By liking and sharing, 
content published on your Facebook page is promoted out 

http://echurch.com/product-overview/total-engagement/
http://echurch.com/product-overview/total-engagement/
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into the wider social circles of your congregants. When you 
explain to your congregation that their interaction with your 
Facebook page is a form of outreach, you can build a strategy 
around sharing your culture with people who might be open 
to learning more.

So many churches neglect to take advantage of Facebook 
events, and they’re missing out on an incredible opportunity. 
While they can be overused and annoying, they can also be 
quite effective for important, high-profile events. Once you 
invite your congregants, they can invite their friends and 
family. It’s free, naturally-occurring promotion!

These are perfect for special services like Good Friday, 
Christmas Eve, and even invitation Sundays. You can also 
teach your congregation to use them for special occasions 
like baptisms, child dedications, and catechisms. 
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RETHINK YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH

TECHNOLOGY

There’s no question that millennials have a different 
relationship with technology than past generations. Most 
everything a millennial does during the day factors in some 
technological aspect. That said, technology isn’t the key to 
reaching millennials.

In the ’90s, I remember the first time I went to a church that 
used a smoke machine. Here’s a gadget that was intended 
to make worship seem “cooler” by creating ambience and 
giving something interesting for the lights to hit. But it felt 
like gadgetry for the sake of gadgetry.

It’s easy to slip into this kind of a mindset with millennials. 
They’re the “technology” generation, so obviously you should 
use and invest in as much technology as possible, right? 
If you’re a church that can’t afford to buy a bunch of tech, 
presumably, then you’re probably not going to appeal to 
millennials. But that’s just not true.
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Millennials are looking for tech solutions that serve a purpose. 
If a church designed an android that served communion, 
millennials wouldn’t naturally flock to that church because 
it used technology as a novelty. Their response would probably 
tend more toward disappointment in the waste of capital. 
Millennials aren’t looking for all hymnals to be replaced 
with iPads.

We need to realize that, while this generation is reliant upon 
technology for most of their daily tasks, they’re not interested 
in tech for tech’s sake. The question of tech for churches 
needs to be about its usefulness. There are some areas where 
technology can be a distraction. For instance, just because you 
can create presentations with lots of intricate graphics and 
animations doesn’t mean you should. Many millennials would 
consider that a barrier to worship.

On the other hand, it doesn’t make any sense to a millennial 
to use an analog solution when a digital one is better. For 
instance, millennials aren’t carrying cash or checks around 
anymore. In fact, one in four millennials keep less than $5 
cash with them throughout the week. So ignoring digital and 
mobile solutions for collecting donations and offerings is 
incredibly shortsighted.

A millennial doesn’t think that everything has to have a tech 
equivalent, but they are puzzled when obvious solutions 
that would save valuable time and make life easier are not 
practiced. When a church hasn’t established a way to 
facilitate digital community, doesn’t use a mobile app, or 
doesn’t favor mobile giving over cash and checks, it feels 
willfully and intentionally old-fashioned. Yet churches 
often bypass functional tech like a mobile giving solution 
because it’s not as flashy.

http://thegbrief.com/articles/millennials-are-saying-bye-bye-to-paper-money-658
http://echurch.com/product-overview/total-engagement/
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If you’re interested in using technology in a way that appeals 
to this younger generation, you need to ask a couple of 
important questions:

 \ Does this technology serve a real purpose or solve a 
real problem? If not, don’t invest in it.

 \ Is there a technology that will help us do this more 
efficiently and set us up to win in the future? If so, 
research your choices and make an investment in that 
solution.
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To set your church up for future success, you’ll need to 
make room for millennials. This becomes a lot easier 
when you recognize that the differences in this generation 
represent cultural changes. Once you begin to empower 
the millennials among you and respond to these transitions, 
you’ll discover that reaching this generation is easier than 
you imagine!
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